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Welcomed break

Carman's revival

The Champion discusses the upcoming
spring break. See Page 2.

Slumping Flames

Carman brings his "Revival in the Land"
Tour to LU March 23. See Page 5.

The LU Flames lost its sixth game in-a-row
Saturday, in OT against YSU. See Page 7.
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Senate approves bill
for TVs in dorms
By BEN LaFROMBOIS
Champion Reporter

The Student Government Association senate, with acting executive vice
president David Dawson presiding,
debated three resolutions Thursday.
One resolution calls for televisions
to be allowed in dorm rooms.
The bill, sponsored by Sen. Mark
Allebach, cited the lack of student
access to televisions as reasons for
support of the proposal.
The opportunity for students to
keep abreast ot situauons such as the
Gulf War was a major concern.
"There are only three televisions on
the circle side, and we don't have any
televisions on the hill (Dorm 23
side)," another senator said.
The resolution passed the senate
easily.
Sen. Jeff Clineff, town student
senator, sponsored two bills dealing
with commuting students' concerns.
The first was an attempt to alleviate
the parking congestion by creating a
parking lot behind the Vines Center.
Clineff asked that the bill be tabled
for further research into die current

use of me open field behind die
Vines Center.
Sen. Scott Touchstone offered one
solution, "I believe that the dugout
area is to be used for flood control,"
which was the consensus of the senate. The bill was tabled for research
into the purpose of the area.
Thefinalbill stated that an area be
set aside in die old cafeteria, when
the new one is occupied, for town
students to use as a lunchroom.
'They'll (builders) have to put up
walls anyway.
"I'm just asking for them (planners for space allocation) not to assign this proposed area to a classroom or for professor's offices,"
Clineff said.
He described die area as a "small
section set up witii a few chairs and a
couple tables."
Lack of information concerning
die future use of die present cafeteria
caused die bill to fail. The largest
group of senators opted to abstain
from die vote.
In other senate news, SG A President Paul Davis announced die res-

ignation of executive vice president
Melondee Newby in the student senate meeting Thursday.
"Due to die accident and internal
injuries, it is time for Melondee to be
back with her family," Davis announced.
Davis emphasized mat Newby was
leaving will due to her injuries and
die needs of her family. 'There is not
a problem witii her or SGA," Davis
explained.
Newby was able to make a few
remarks to the senate body.
"You are all like family," she told
the senate. "I will miss school and
SGA. I'm having to leave, but I'll be
back."
After Newby made her remarks,
Davis explained diat when a vacancy
in an SGA executive committee
position has occurred, the executive
committee nominates a successor
who must be approved by die SGA
senate.
Dawson was nominated and unanimously approved by die senate to be
die "acting exective vice president,"
before assuming his new duties.

A worker rappels from atop the dome of the Vines Center.

photo by Bruce Hervrig

Council calls for cable regulation
By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY
Campus News Editor

The Lynchburg City Council held
a short meeting Tuesday and discussed a proposal that would support
cable television regulation.
Members addressed a recent increase in the subscription rate for
Lynchburg Cable. The 8 percent increase has been met witii strong resistance. "I have received a significant number of letters and calls con-

cerning die increase ," Councilman
Gilliam Cobbs said.
Cobbs proposed a resolution that
the city officially support a bill in the
state House of Delegates that would
restore cable television regulation.
"We have seen some increases (in
cable rates) over the years, and we
are helpless to come to die aid of our
constituents," Cobb said.
Mayor Richard Thornhill Jr.
agreed witii Cobb. "We can just go

so far (with increases), and then
Lynchburg residents can't afford it,"
he said.
Also, the Virginia School of the
Arts had reached the end of the lease
it holds with die city. The council approved a four-year extension of die
lease for $30,000 a year.
The Council also approved eliminating two streets, Isabell Street and
part of Eighth Street, which were
never actually constructed.

Local corporation halts service
because of campus vandalism
By CURT W.OLSON
and ERIC DAVIS
LU students have struggled this semester to find change both because there
are fewer change machines on campus and becausetiierehas been no change
in the machines.
However, the problem of acquiring change will be corrected in a few
days, Director of university services Earl Sargeant said.
The problem of unfilled change machines came to Sargeant's attention only
in late February, he said. "The problem was not a lack of manpower, but its
misappropriation, for which I accept responsibility," he said. He said, now
that the problem has come to his attention, "It will not happen again."
The Student Government Association Senate responded to this apparent
need earlier this semester when it passed a proposal regarding the change
machines. The legislation was approved by the administration and was to be
implemented March 1.
The SGA Senate proposal stated that me change machines be filled on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday at noon. The approved version of die bill passed
by administrators states that die machines will be filled on Friday and
Saturday only.
Each change machine holds 3,600 quarters, which amounts to 1,200 loads
of laundry, Sargeant said. He feels that filling the change machines twice on
the weekends will be more than sufficient to alleviate die problem.
Furthermore, not only has there not been any change in die machines at
times this semester, but there are fewer change machines on campus than the
fall semester. The machines that were in the Teacher Education Hall and
Religion Hall were placed on campus by Service America Corp., which
photo by Jeffrey A. Colt
allowed use of die machines free of charge to LU.
Service America Corp. removed die change machines because of continual
Evangelist/musician Vernard Johnson thrilled the chapel
damage to the machines. Service America Corp. operations manager Fred
audience Wednesday as he played the saxophone.

Injuries, family needs spur resignation
By BEN LaFROMBOIS
CH&mpion Reporter

Melondee Newby resigned her position as executive vice president of
the Student Government Association
and announced her withdrawal from
school because of internal injuries
sustained in an auto accident, she announced in die senate meeting Thursday.
David Dawson, Newby's chief of
staff, was elected "acting executive
vice president" by die senate.
The accident, which occurred during Christmas break caused Newby to
return late for die spring semester.
During the accident, Newby's father
was also seriously injured, but he is
recovering.
"Complications from internal injuries" is what Newby cited as the main
reason for her decision to leave.
Also, she explained: "Second to the
Lord is my family. They are having a
difficult time; it is where I should be."

Newby concluded, "I will miss die
senate, die people in the senate and
the action mat we take."
Newby, who is from Colorado, is
looking forward to her return to LU,
"I'll be back in the fall," she declared. Between now and then, she
said: "I'll be working witii my father
to ease die tension at home and also
work (another job)."
Regarding Newby's return to
Colorado, SGA President Paul
Davis said, "(It) is really our loss, for
me personally and for SGA in a big
way.
"Melondee has done a better job
than any vice president, including
myself," Davis said.
Newby served as a senator before
becoming chief of staff under Davis
when he was executive vice president in 1990. Newby was elected in
the uncontested race for executive
vice president in die Spring 1990.
Two people will work togedier to

take over for Newby and to train the
new vice president, who will be
elected this spring.
Dawson, a sophomore marketing
major, will be assisted by Beth
Sweeney, who has served on both
Newby's and Davis's cabinet, as she
fills Dawson's former position as
chief of staff.
The team will work togedier in
order to carry on Newby's duties.
"Dave did have to step in and act on
Melondee's behalf when she was late
coming back after Christmas. There
won't be an interruption of the
team," Davis said.
"They (Dawson and Sweeney) are
the best qualified to lead and add
fresh ideas to SGA."
The switch of positions came unexpectedly for Dawson. "I've been
thrown into the job rather suddenly. I
hope I'm ready," he said.
Dawson does not expect much
change. "1 can't incorporate new

"Service America pulled them (change
machines) off campus Oct. 19 because the
machines were vandalized. They had
done a favor for us... they had every
right to take them off campus."
Earl Sargeant
Napolillo said, "I have never seen anything like it on a college campus. We
service many colleges, but the machines at LU would be pried open and
machines would be tipped over on die top end."
"It got to die point where it cost us far more to repair the machines than to
keep them on die campus," he continued.
He said that when incidents regarding change machines on campus
occurred, Service America was IUIU mat me campus secui uy wumu u«^u «* mi
the problem.
Napolillo said, however, that Service America wanted to bring in outside
police to take fingerprints and catch the people who caused the damage.
"We have had a long-term relationship with LU, and we would like it to
continue, but there would have to be some assurances before we placed
machines on campus again," Napolillo said.
First, he said Service America would need assurance in writing from LU
that it would not happen again. He said, "I know it would be hard to make a
statement like mat, but considering die problems we have had it is necessary."
Also, Napolillo said that LU should pay for any damage and make sure the
people who did the damage were caught.
Sargeant said, "Service America pulled them (change machines) off campus Oct. 19 because the change machines were vandalized. They had done a
favor for us; and when their machines are vandalized, they have every right to
take diem off campus."
Sargeant also said that he believes diat the seven change machines on
campus are adequate and that the ones removed from campus will not be replaced.

Mission Complete!
The Liberty Champion
congratulates the allied forces
on a job well done.
Melondee Newby
things because there is so much
going on. I agree with the way
Melondee was directing things. I
want to make things go as
smoodily as possible. There is plenty
to do," Dawson said.

Though the Persian Gulf War is over, American military
personnel are expected to remain in the Gulf region for an
extended period of time. Although, the job of liberating Kuwait
may be complete, they are still thousands of miles from home.
People are requested to write to the men and women serving
in Saudi Arabia by writing:
Any Service Member
Any Service Member
(Navy)
(Army)
Fleet P.O.
APO
NY 09866-0006
NY 09848-0006
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EjJLU Forum
Halftime letter
draws rebuttal

Editorial

Editor,

"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Students need
to persevere
for next few days
The final days to spring break are rapidly ticking away.
The moment all college students wait for is finally upon
you. Imagine, nine glorious days full of sun, sand and
Mom's cooking. It's enough to bring tears of joy to your
strained, tired eyes. Thinking about the upcoming week
away from academic pursuit makes life worth living.
Ahh, but there's the rub (to borrow a phrase from oP Bill
Shakespeare.) What kind of restful, relaxing spring break
can you actually have while you're desperately trying to
convince yourself that you will get to that term paper
which is due the day you get back from break? How can
you fully enjoy basking in the Florida sun, idly sipping
lemonade while all those books are gathering dust under
the bed in your hotel room? Can your favorite television
program be as enjoyable while the thought of that test is
mercilessly preying on the back of your mind?
Okay, these examples might be a little extreme. And
some people may be able to forget their academic responsibilities sufficiently and just have a good time, but the
truth is most of you are going to put the majority of their
schoolwork off because they are planning to get a lot done
during spring break.
"Oh, after a day or two of vegging out on the couch and
running around with my old buddies I'll get bored and
want to do some homework," you tell yourself. Why put
yourself under that kind of pressure or limit your welldeserved spring break that way?
Wouldn't it be so much more enjoyable to be able to
jump in your car Friday afternoon knowing that your
chapters have all been read, your papers have at least been
outlined, your bulletin boards have been planned, your
unfortunate beasts have been dissected, your tests have
been studied for and your math homework is just waiting
to be handed in when you get back to show off your savage
tan after the vacation.
Surely it will mean putting in a few extra hours this
week. It may even mean saying "no" when your friend
begs you to go shoot a few hoops or go grab an ice cream,
but won't it all be worth it when you're playing volleyball
in the sun completely guilt-and-stress free?
Almost everyone has the same basic nature which wants
to do the more pleasant tasks — if, indeed, there are any
when dealing with such noxious topics as term papers and
exams — and put off those which are difficult or boring
or just plain unenjoyable. Saving all those nasty and obnoxious tasks for spring break will not only help destroy
the theraputic properties innate in a vaction, but also
result in nothing constructive being accomplished.
Besides, who wants to be badgered by their mother and
be stuck listening to the eternal maternal question, "Have
you finished your homework YET? There's only five days
of spring break left and you haven't lifted your finger to do
a thing. Just why am I sending you to college anyway if
you're not even going to bother to study, etc., etc., etc."
Spring break is almost here, but it's not here yet. So, you
might as well take a little extra time — since you have to
be here anyway — and weed through some of that work
you've let pile up or have been putting off. Eventually it
has to get done. Instead of having to pull two all-nighters
in a row immediately after the break and throwing away
all that stockpiled rest and relaxation at least get a jump on
your workload.
Then,with all your projects finished, you can pack much
lighter (three pairs of shorts, sunblock, sunglasses and no
textbooks) and take off for the beach or Mom's house relishing in the knowledge that all of your papers and projects are out of your hands and sitting on some professor's
desk somewhere gathering dust.

Liberty Forum Policies
The Liberty Champion welcomes members of the Liberty
community to submit letters to
the editor on any subject.
Letters should not exceed 300
words and must be signed. The
Champion asks that all letters
be typed.
All material submitted to the
Liberty Champion becomes
the property of the Champion.

1

The Liberty Champion reserves the right to accept, reject
or edit any letter received, according to the policies of the
Liberty Champion.
The deadline for all letters is
6 p.m. Thursday.
Please address all letters to
"Editor, Liberty Champion"
and drop them off in DH109 or
Box 21247.
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1 find il appalling thai so many
people complain about the rules being
100 lenient around our bright l.U
campus. What arc these people going
to do when they get out into the real
world and find themselves faced with
ihc "evils" of society?
As to Mr. Gebhard's commentary
in the Liberty Champion on Feb.
26, I think it is ridiculous. What arc
wc supposed to play at basketball
games, "Rock of Ages?"
As to 89 percent of the crowd not
knowing the "musical ditties," I'm
sure that 89 percent of them knew
exactly what was being played (with
the possible exception of Mr.
Gebhard's imaginary Stone Roses.)
If Mr. Gcbhard doesn't like the
music that is being played he should
just leave. The last lime I checked,
attendance at basketball games was
not required.
As for the flag issue, any 8-yearold boy scout knows the basic rules
of flag etiquette. Please read up on an
issue before making a public nuisance of yourself.
I apologize for saying these things.
wart/.cnegger forbears the hilarious They are not intended lo be personal
insults, but if 1 was loo abrasive, il is
amies of the noi-so-littlc monsters.
But, this musclcman movie is not because someone has lo be.
without its action. The final confronKim Strong
tation has enough excitement to keep
viewers on the edge of ihcir seals.
Overall, "Kindergarten Cop" has
enough humor lo satisfy the toughest
comedian, enough action lo excite
ihe most diehard adventure fanatic I'ditor,
and enough culeness to win over
It seems to me that a dollar is the
anyone who thinks children arc noth- same things as four quarters. Il is not
ing but annoying.
a dilficultconccptlo understand, even
And, ihe movie will give the audi- for us Northeastern folk. You give
ence a new rcsixxl for those who are me a dollar bill, and I'll gladly give
brave enough to risk life and limb lo you four quarters. No one loses
go into the teaching profession. Not money; no one makes money.
bad for two hours of your time.
Liberty University is in some fiMermaids — Mrs. Flack is ob- nancial trouble, as wc all have heard,
sessed with linger foods. Mrs. Flack but changing dollar bills into four
often acts about as responsible as a quarters will not add lo die problem.
13-ycar-old who has been let loose in If it ever dews, I will personally pay
a mall with a $5(X) bill. Mrs. Flack is the loss.
anything but an average, down-home
Often, as I drive toward the dorm
run-of-the-mill mother figure. T o bccircle, I notice LU security parked in
giri(lwith rjcr twodaughtersyrcfcr to ,ihcfjr.c lane playing wilhibeiriMattcl
her as — Mrs. Flack.
toy radar set. It is then that I wonder,
On a desperate, eternal quest for "Why can't they stop playing games
fun and excitement, Cher (who plays for just a few minutes every day lo
the venerable Mrs. Flack) rarely stays check the coin machines?" Is that loo
in one place for more than a year. She much for 5,(XX)-plus students to ask?
rarely serves anything but linger foods
I have also noticed that the coin
for dinner. And she never takes into machines at David's Place arc usuaccount the effects that her childish ally full and there arc signs on them
antics arc having upon her confused saying, "Do nol use these machines
and impressionable older daughter for laundry money."
(Winona Ryder.)
Why can't the wizard who put up
Ryder is trying desperately to come these signs stop wasting time and
of age and make sense of the ironies check die other machines on camand inconsistencies of life. Searching pus? There must be a problem I don't
for some semblcnce of tangible sta- know aboul. Could it be a shortage of
bility, she releases her anxieties by coins? If that's the problem, I have a
obsessing herself with becoming a great idea, take all the change from
nun and hoping for the return of the the library. Wc might as well, die
father she never knew.
photocopiers don't work.
Love and plenty of dry humor
I don't mean lo sound like an old
abound as the two almost-womcn whincr, but 1 truly can'i understand
realize through a series of mistakes how a sch(X)l like Liberty can be so
that the biggest mistake either of sloppy about such simple mailers.

Sneaking into the Movies

Break offers chance to inspect films
As 99 percent of the Liberty population losses its bcx)ks aside for the
long-awaited and much anticipated
spring break, most people will be
looking for something to fill those
long empty periods of time which
arc usually tyrannized by study sessions.
Surely there will be plenty of sun
and surf, but once the sun goes down
you'll probably be looking for something to watch or stare at mindlessly.
Here's a few films you may want to
check out while you're pausing between sun-worshipping sessions.
Kindergarten Cop — He stalked

DOUGLAS R.
DEMPSEY
HH'V

Campus news editor

the "Predator." He survived "Total
Recall." Now, lough guy Arnold
Schwarizcncggcr faces his ultimate
challenge. A room full of 4-ycar-olds
manages to reduce this ruthless killer
to tears.
But, determined not to fail in his
assignment to prevent a drug lord
from discovering ihc whereabouts of
his ex-wife and only son, Sch-

TOP TEN COUNTDOWN
By Kathleen Donohue
Opinion/Feature Editor

Things to do during
spring break

/M

/#

10. Absolutely nothing.
9. Mail a letter to your campus mailbox and see how
..Mr
long it takes to get there.
8. Remind yourself how much homework you have
and then ignore it all week.
7. Think back to your freshman year when you didn't
have any homework during spring break.
6. Find out what's been going on in the world lately.
5. Convince your folks that you deserve a break.
4. Go to sleep, wake up, roll over and go back to sleep w
(Repeat four times daily.)
3. Eat enough of Mom's cooking to hold you until the
end of the semester.
2. Have a television-view-a-thon until you can correctly identify every commercial which the Energizer
Rabbit interrupts before he actually does.
1. Spend 10 hours a day on the beach, bum yourself to
a crisp, live in severe pain for the next two weeks,
watch three layers of your skin peel off and vow to do
it all over again next year.

Quarterless campus
needs big change

See Movies, Page 3

m

A nswers, Please

By the Champion Staff

We asked students:

Now that the war is over, how much financial aid,
if any, should the United States
provide to Iraq?
"As long as
Saddam is
still in power
we shouldn't
offer Iraq
any support."
Matthew Mills
El Paso, Tx.

Andrea Hassell
Sandy, Bermuda
"I think we
should
provide
minimal
support, but
not much."

Myra Hall
fronton, Ohio

Dave Shearer
Dayton, Ohio

m
Y

r

i

"We
should give
some aid to
the Iraqi
people as far
as necessities."

Chad Hall
Durham, N.C.

"The U.S.
"We should
shouldn't
support
them
W^t
Ilk'^
offer any.
fully. They
W M^f
will also
Maybe the
UL***JAM
U.N or other W ^ K AA*'—*-- ^ K , need
spiritual
Arab nations
T
V
%
uplifting."
can help."
Victoria McOann
Lynchburg, Va.

Stewart Adams
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How Annoying!

dgj
Hill City offers fun, exciting opportunities English
language
A - musings

I am consistently amazed at the
number of people who always complain about the lack of entertaining
activities in the bustling metropolis
of Lynchburg. Granted, cow tipping
and weasel roping arc not shooting
off of the entertainment scale, but
with a little imagination, one can
amuse himself with many diversions
here in the Hill City.
I speak from personal experience
in this area. I have sat around many a
night with some friends trying to decide what to do for the evening. The
conversation often goes something
like this.
"So, what are we going to do tonight?" I ask.
"I don't know," everyone replies.
"Roses is having double coupon
day," I interject.
"Nah, we're broke," everyone says.
"Well, how about a flick?" I ask.
"Don't have a dollar," everyone

— Movies
Continued from Page 2

Those who shudsays.
der
at idea of using
"I know, let's
JEFFREY
their
Prelude as a
go sec the ScreamSIMMONS
train
engine may
ing Statue," I asStaff
Columnist
want
to try an
sert.
aquatic
form of en"Doh'l really
tertainment
I
was
introduced
to one
feel like going to jail," everyone says.
line
spring
day.
"Okay, okay, let's lake my car on
A couple of friends suggested that
the railroad tracks and drive until we
we
go to the river and swing out into
find this really scary tunnel I've
the
sewage-infested waters from a
heard about."
strategically
positioned rope. I sur"Yeah, that sounds good," everymised
that
the
rope was probably a
one says. "We don't have to give you
few
feet
off
of
the
ground, and that it
any money for gas do we?"
would
be
fun.
I
was
wrong.
I never will forget the night we
It
took
several
minutes
of teasing
searched and searched for the hideand
tormenting
by
my
buddies
to
ous train tunnel of death, but we never
convince
me
to
climb
the
50-foot
tree
found it. One of my friends swore he
knew where it was, but after six hours and swing out over the perilous waof driving up and down streets in ters. When I finally built up enough
downtown Lynchburg looking for nerve to swing out and let go, I made
this stupid hole, I finally drove my another nearly fatal error. While
car on the tracks and proclaimed that plunging head first into the water, I
decided to turn a Hip and impress the
we'd most assuredly find it now.

guys on the shore. My split second of
indccisivcncss allowed me to gracefully smack the walcrchcst first which
knocked my breath and yesterday's
lunch from my body.
The guys on the beach were definitely impressed. My cars picked up
pieces of their scattered applause and
sinister laughter as I struggled to keep
from drowning.
1 could go on and on about my
self-created entertainment, but I think
now you have a couple of ideas to
pursue the next time Front Row Joe
doesn't seem to be the right choice.
It's time to stop complaining about
the lack of things to do and use your
God-given imagination to create fun
activities for everyone.
I'll be back next week. Right now
I'm making up the rules for my exciting new sport, highway soccer. E
(for entertainment) SPN had a time
slot open, so I decided to run with it.

Fun in the sun

Careless tanning causes damage

provides amusement
I was scmiself lost in the
scriously conworld of rhymes
KATHLEEN
sidering running
and homonyms.
a big blank
Why exactly do
DONOHUE
space this week
we need homoOpinion/Feature Editor
and trying to
nyms? Wouldn't
it
just
be
easier
to
make up a new
pass it off as a brilliant existentialist
word
than
to
lake
a
word which alcolumn, but my adviser was rather,
ready
has
a
perfectly
good definiwell, let's just say she didn't think it
tion, create some new word with an
was such a good idea.
So, there I sat pondering life's identity crisis that has a different
little mysteries, like why fingernails spelling with a cloned pronunciaand pen caps suddenly become so tion, and then insert an entirely new
desperately fascinating when 1 don't definition?
have any idea what I'm going to
Consider for a moment the oftwrite about or why everything 1 hate used command, "Pare a pair of
to do takes four times longer to fin- pears." What the cook wants is
ish than everything I enjoy doing.
simple enough, he wants a couple
Then things began to get a little of fruits peeled. What he may actubizarre and I found myself inquiring ally get, however, may be nothing
into the very language which I was resembling his request.
hoping to use to transform this blank
How much easier it would be if
space into something of beauty and he had simply said, "Please utilize
literary excellence.
the stalky, sharp unccrated slicing
For instance, did you realize that instrument and use il to Hay the skin
one word in the English language from two Pyrus communis fruit."
immediately transforms itself from Sec, no chance for miscommunicaa common, ordinary, rather plain tion here. What he asks for and what
noun into a nationality just by chang- he gets are identical.
ing the first letter from a lowercase
Finally, it seems a shame that one
to a capital letter?
of the most precise languages in the
Minus itscapital"polish" remains world has such an odd number of
nothing more than a goo which letters.
removes scuff marks and adds shine
How much more ncal and trim il
to our shoes. But, introduce a capital would be if there were only 25 letand voila, land of a thousand kielba- ters instead of the mutant 26. But,
sas.
then, we would never experience
Another fascinating fact I've dis- the total rapture of using such famicovered about the English language lar words as zaftig or zarf. We could
is that there are only two existing never travel to Zanzibar or Zimwords that have all of the vowels in babwe. And we could never take
their correct order. One of these our children to the zoo to watch the
words also just happens to be a fa- zebras. (We'd have to take them to
vorite of mine based on its own the oo lo watch the ebras, which
merits — facetious. Go ahead and doesn't sound al all fun.)
check it out for yourself a,e,i,o,u.
1 don'l know if my adviser will
Fascinating, isn't il? I came up with think this is belter than a blank space,
a second word, but I don't happen to bul after reading this 1 am convinced
remember what it is al ihc moment. of how badly 1 need this break (as in

them could make would be to deny By BRIAN RANDALL
A leading Atlanta dermatologist, sunblock protection factors (SPF).
how much they need each other.
Champion Reporter
who counsels the CNN reporters on
SPF is designed to block out a varyDances With Wolves — NomiLiberty students will soon be skin care, Dr. Chenault Haley said, ing degree of ultravioleni rays that
nated for 12 Oscars, Kevin Costner's headed for Daytona, Orlando, Ja- "Tanning is reckless and endangers can at the very least cause wrinkles
master piece "Dances With Wolves" maica, Bermuda, Clearwater, Siesta the longevity of your skin."
and dry skin. "We, dermatologists
is the first "Absolute Must See" of Key and, yes, maybe even Kokomo.
Healthy tans can used to tell our patients to stay out
1991.
As students pre- ———-—-——
only be gotten of the sun to avoid wrinkles, but
Costner directs, produces and stars pare for Spring
through proper now melanoma and other forms of
in this epic film which has the power Break 1991, tantanning methods. skin cancers arc increasing to the
to captivate the imagination and send ning is definitely a
How does one point that suntanning is just not good
the heaviest of spirits soaring.
top priority. Eveget a healthy tan in any case," Haley said.
"Dances With Wolves" is the story ryone is looking
The American Cancer Association
as opposed to a
of a lieutenant in the Union Army, forward to returnsuggests the following for a healthy
dangerous one?
John Dunbar, and his unique rela- ing ready to show
In a recent ad- tan: limiting exposure to the sun,
tionship with a tribe of Sioux Indi- off the savage tans
— Dr. Chenault Haley venisement, the wearing proper suncare protection,
they acquired durans.
American Cancer staying out of the sun during the high
Dunbar decides to accept an as- ing the brief, but much needed vaca- Association demonstrated its con- intensity hours between 10 a.m. and
signment which places him at a fort tion.
cern about the dangers of tanning 3 p.m. and using the proper SPF to
deep within the unsettled frontier.
"Everyone likes a tan, because it procedures. The ad features a deeply block UV rays.
However, once he arrives the fort is makes them feel more confident and tan woman with the slogan "Fry now,
After spring break, the memories
deserted, and he must fend for him- better about themselves," Marc pay later."
of break will fade just as the tans will
self.
Carlson, a senior headed for Siesta
Concerned about the kind of nega- fade, but long-term skin damage will
One day a young indian shows up Key, Fla., said. Many students will tive effect this sort of ad may have on not go away.
at the fort. Later several warriors show be invading the Sunshine State and the tanning oil/lotion market, the sunIs a temporary tan worth permaup to find out who Dunbar is and seeking that perfect spring break tan. screen products industry has an- nent damat."*? Only individuals can
•-sv^crcd the call for safer tanning-wnh - m a k e lhav decision.
what He is doing at the fort. Slowly a The methodsaf tanrilftg vary-'
relationship develops between the
''I've seen people tanning on the
young soldier and the indians, a rela- beaches using every thing from baby
tionship which completely alters his oil to Coke," a native Floridian said.
life.
"I can't wait to get home and catch
"Dances With Wolves" is a mes- some rays."
When Tom Johnson, a junior from
merizing movie. Although it lasts for
nearly three hours, it still ends much Virginia Beach, was asked if tanning
Fat also works
too soon. Costner has created a film was an important part of spring break,
Fat. It's a word most people have
rich in Native American culture he replied, "Sure, why not, but I try heard a lot about in the nutrition news as an insulator to
and flowing with stunning visual ef- to alternate tanning every other sum- of recent years, but few really under- regulate body temmer because it can be damaging to stand. Lately two myths have be- perature, cushions
fects.
and protects the
come persistent.
If you are interested in seeing a your skin."
As skin cancers and other skin
The first myth is that only snU:- organs from injury,
film performed to all the perfection
which Hollywood can create, don't maladies related to too much sun are rated fat is bad for die human body. and provides 70 percent of the energy
miss "Dances With Wolves." It's an on the rise, sun-worshippers need to As a result of this misconception the body burns.
Fat also has significant functions
experience that will stay with you for make certain the bronze skin they many simply substitute polyunsatuin
die diet. It provides satiety or a
crave doesn'tjeopardize their health. rated fat for the fat they have been
a long time.
feeling
of fullness and gives food
eating all along. Thus, the level of fat
flavor
and
aroma.
in their diet remains at 42 percent —
Fat also carries and helps the body
the level eaten by the average American, according to a 1977 study by die absorb die fat-soluble vitamins, A,
D, E and K. In addition, fat is an imSenate Select Committee.
The second myth is that all fat is portant energy source for growing
bad and should beavoided at all costs. children.
The composition of natural foods
The truth, however, is that fat plays
shows
that God intended for fat to
many important roles in the body and
play
a
role
(although a much smaller
new extreme. This should be treated with proper respect.
It sort of
one
than
the
average American gives
Phospholipid, a special type of fat,
party suggests that
amazes me that
it)
in
the
diet.
TIMOTHY
we switch our cur- is found in cell membranes throughwe have heard
HOLLINGSWORTH
rent administration out the body. Cholesterol is also For example, modier's milk contains
so little about
and create a Dick found in the cell membranes. Al- fat, showing its importance in the
Staff Columnist
next
year's
" Cheney/Colin Pow- though it has been marked taboo in diet early in life.
presidential
However, most other natural foods
ell ticket. I'm sure the theme of their the minds of many, it is used to make
election.
have
little or no fat, including vegeUsually by the time the ticker tape "No New Iraqis" platform would meet some sex hormones and the bile salts
tables,
fruit and most grains. Other
settles, the press is shoving more the same reception as their new which aid in fat digestion.
politicians into the spotlight, but that occupations as secretary of defense
isn't the case this time. The Demo- and joint chief of staff have.
Then Where is always the Socialist's
crats and Republicans have put up
Atheistic
Aerobics Party for the neotheir running shoes for now.
hippies.
Led
by Ted Turner and Jane
However, I'm afraid if they postFonda,
it
would
be the perfect chance
pone the race too long, some extremOUTLETS AND MORE
to
have
a
spousal
presidential
ist party might re-enact the Tortoise
BELOW RIVER RIDGE MALL
and the Hare and escape with a politi- ticket. However, I'm afraid it would
cal trophy. I've heard of a few of hardly be a perfect administration, i
There is a very positive aspect of
these parties, and quite frankly I think
this
arrangement though. To solve
Break
I'dbe willing tocampaign forahousethe
federal
deficit all we would have
plant before voting for them.
Of course, if I wanted to vote for a to do is require a tax on all old colfor the
clumpof photosynthesis, I would cast orized movies and workout videos
my ballot for the new Grassroots sold by federal government workers.
Ladies
If we could arrange for Richard
Party. The members of this body are
exhausting all efforts to legalize mari- Simmons to become secretary of state
your choice $ 5 . 9 9 each or 3 pieces
juana. I've had the privilege to hear (negotiating to the oldies, anyone?),
between
the
three
of
them
we
could
their presidential candidate, Phoenix
repay the national debt in no time.
Crackpot, on several occasions.
For some reason, 1 worry that his I'm just concerned that the image of
camouflage pants and orange peace our country would tumble when Mr.
beads are going to clash with the Simmons asks Queen Elizabeth,
'r.vvfffiV""'"-'"
Beach Towel
beautiful paint job in the While "Why are you fat?"
zsaa
r New spring merchindiu
My prediction is that Bush and
House's Blue Room.
arriving daily •"»>> your
with every
favorile catalog
Another movement is seen on the Quayle will be given the chance to
companies.
$50
purchase
govern
another
four
years.
But
let's
other end of the political spectrum.
These guys call themselves the Ch- get the show on the road before we
eney Link Fence Party, and they have find that some noi-so-serious actors
10-6 Mon-Wed
taken the success of the Gulf War to a are playing die main roles.

"Tanning is reckless and endangers
the longevity
of your skin."

N e x t \ mentally discovered my-

p a u s e , t\ov crack, or spl'a.^ ErxjoyV
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Healthy diet includes certain amount of fat

Special interest groups
make bid for '92 election

TGIF

SAVE

50% - 80%

Mix»n - Match swimsuits |

Shop TGIF ond. *

237-5614

The Lighter Side

•• foods that we
DEBBIE
REECE
Copy Editor

would naturally
be low in fat. One
instance of this is
milk.

Before the development of the
homogenization process, the fat of
fresh milk would naturally rise to die
top where it could be skimmed off,
leaving the "bluejohn." Today,
bluejohn is known as skim milk.
The best way lo approach fat in the
diet is with an altitude of moderation.
You should strive to keep the percentage of calories from all types of

fat at or below 30 percent, according
to the most recent dietary guidelines.
A good rule of thumb to follow is
to divide your daily fat calories so
that you cat about 10 percent of your
calories from each type: saturated,
polyunsaturated and monounsaturalcd. In general, saturated fats come
from animals, and polyunsaturated
fats come from plants. An example
of monounsaturatcd fat is olive oil.
By following this suggestion you
will be able to reduce the total amount
of fat in your diet and to maintain a
balance between the different types
of fat.

Runyourown
companyat 26.
We're kxikin", for a few Rood college students and graduates who
canfillthe shoes of a Marine Corps officer. That's a pretty tali order.
It means leading other Marines. Being responsible for their
well being. But that's something no civilian job offers you at 26.
If you think you're a real company man, see your
Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer for details.
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Pro-lifers sustain injuries
By DOUGLAS R. DEMPSEY
Campus News Editor

EDITOR'S

NOTE: This is

Analysis

the second in a
two-part analysis of the abortion
crisis in America.
Abraham Lincoln once said, "To
sin by silence, when they should protest, makes cowards of men." The
silence that existed among the prolife movement for many years has
been ripped apart by the screams of
those who are now demonstrating their
outrage towards abortion.
In recent years, the pro-life movement in America has been victimized
by violence and brutality of an extreme not seen since the non-violent
civil rights protests held more than
30 years ago.
By the middle of 1990, there had
been over 40,000 arrests made at prolife demonstrations. Many of those
arrested went to jail. Many more suffered injuries and even near-death
experiences at the hands of their arresting officers.
Captain Patrick E. McKinley of
the Atlanta City Police witnessed the
violent treatment given to pro-life
activists during an Atlanta rally and
said: "The demonstrators have a unique
ability to withstand pain. With this
unique ability comes the possibility
of injury because a higher degree of
pain is required to induce compliance."
What sort of pain is used to "induce compliance?" In June of 1989,
during a pro-life demonstration in
Los Angeles, the city police department used numchucks, an illegal
martial arts weapon, to "induce compliance" from the pro-life people.
Randall Terry, founder of Operation Rescue, has produced a videotape which shows the results policemen achieved by using this weapon
on demonstrators.
The tape, titled "The Brutal Truth"
shows an unidentified pro-life activist with his arms locked above his
head by the numchucks. The pres-

sure on his arms is increased until, happened here (West Hartford) was
suddenly, his arm breaks and flops just calculated torture.
"The police laughed at people,
around as if he has a second elbow.
In the background a young lady can grown men, who were screaming
be heard screaming, "Oh my God, from the pain," Wesler said.
they just broke that man's arm."
The pain he referred to was the
Such tactics are not unusual. The result of using two nightsticks to proLos Angeles rally also featured the duce a wrench-like effect on a
use of numerous torture holds on the person's wrists. The person was then
demonstrators. Joseph L. Foreman, carried from the building with the
one of the hundreds of people at the night sticks, which placed all body
rally, said, "With the torture holds weighton the small bones in the human

As a result of the abuse I received from
the Los Angeles Police Department
(violent use of numchucks),
I miscarried."
— Deborah Grumbine
they (the police) used, you couldn't
walk or move even if you wanted to
do so."
Deborah Grumbine, from Whittier,
Calif., was at the rally while she was
pregnant. The officers at the demonstration beat her severely with the
numchucks and the trauma resulted
in tragedy.
"As a result of the abuse I received
from the Los Angeles Police Department, I miscarried. The medical report said the cause was the excessive
and violent use of the numchucks,"
Grumbine said.
West Hartford, Conn., was also the
site of a pro-life demonstration with
a violent twist According to witnesses, when the city police arrived
at the clinic where the demonstrators
were located they removed their
badges and name tags and grabbed
riot sticks to beat the unarmed demonstrators.
Friar Norman Wesler of Washington D.C., who was at the rally, witnessed the violent treatment. "We'd
been in Atlanta and places like that
where they (the police) were rough.
But we expect that because it's a
consequence of what we do. But what

wrists.
"When the two nightsticks squeezed
on a wrist it would cut off the blood
flow. The trapped hands would then
swell to twice their normal size and
quickly turn black," Wesler explained.
Lianne Azevedo of Chicopee, Mass.
was at the rally and was a victim of
the excessive compliance tactics used
by Massachusetts authorities. "They
hyperflexed my hands until they
touched my wrists. Then they carried
me like that, and then I heard everything (in my wrists) crack. I immediately knew my wrists had been broken," she said.
Other rallies have produced similar results. For instance, a 1989 rally
in Richmond, Va., resulted in numerous injuries. One of those injured
was Dr. Charles Poe, a professor of
psychology at Liberty University.
Poe's wrist was broken by one of the
officers. He is currently pursuing a
lawsuit.
Poe said that he had been to numerous rallies, but the events he witnessed in Richmond were unbelievable. 'T ve never seen anything like it
in my life," Poe said. "It was sup-

posed to be a peaceful demonstration
but they (die police) never gave us a
chance."
David LyUe, president of the Lynchburg Christian Action Council,
was at the rear of the building during
the Richmond rally and heard what
was happening in the front.
Lytle said that although the original plan was to leave quietly when
me officers told them to vacate die
premises, the reports of what was
happening in front quickly changed
the plan.
"We all decided when we heard
what they were doing (to those out in
front) Uiat we were going to stay
right where we were no matter what
happened," Lyde said.
That seems to be the attitude of all
pro-life demonstrators. They will not
be intimidated or coerced into silence.
The result of this stand is often pain
and injury. For the pro-lifers such as
Lytle and Poe and the many others
who have sustained injuries at the
hands of authorities, however, pain
is a small price to pay for the life of a
baby.
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CAR tWQ TRUCK RENT$|S

RENTALS: NEW & USED - BY THE DAY, WEEK, MONTH
LOW RATES
«CARS • TRUCKS • MOVING VANS • PASSENGER VANS' RV

LONG-TERM LEASING AVAILABLE
ALL MAKES • DOMESTIC OR FOREIGN
OLD FOREST RD. & RT. 221

385*5101
Radisson Hotel
Lynchburg

<§

• Centrally Located Downtown
• 243 Elegant Rooms
• Relaxing Lounge
With Nightly Entertainment
• Enjoy Local Flavor in the Country
Setting of Jefferson's Restaurant
"FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 1
LOCAL HOTELS

Radisson Hotels - Lynchburg
601 Main St

528-2500

OUT OF TOWN RESERVATIONS
Radisson Hotels

Toll Free - Dial " 1 " & Then. .800-333-3333

WANT
The Liberty Champion
is in need of students with
good writing skills.
• Must be able to attend
Champion meetings on
Wednesdays at 3:20.
• Will acquire the necessary
communications skills for
which employers are
looking.

^wade^ $/ouM>, $&Air Tickets
Cruises
Rental Cars

Amtrak
Tours
Hotels
STUDENTS, FACULTY & STAFF

Let our travel professionals
help with all your travel needs

804-237-8087
7212 Timberlake Rd.

• Interested? Inquire at
DH 109 or call Ext. 2471.

We are located in the DeMoss Bldg.

582-2854
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FREE DR PEPPER.'

"These freshmen catch on quickly.
Those IBM PS/2 s should get them off to a fast start."
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PURCHASE ONE CHICK-FTL-A VALUE MEAL™ AND GET
A FREE 14-OZ. DR PEPPER WITH THIS COUPON. Value
Meal'" includes 1 or 2 Chick-fil-A Sandwiches or 8 or 12-pack
Chick-fil-A Nuggets™, Waffle Potato Fries™ and coleslaw. Coupon
not good with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit.
Expires 6-30-91
Closed Sundays
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SAVE $1.00!
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SAVE $1.00 WHEN YOU BUY 2 CHICK-FIL-A VALUE
MEALS™ WITH THIS COUPON. Value Meal'" includes
I or 2 Chick-fil-A Sandwiches or 8 or 12-pack Chick-fil-A
Nuggets'", Waffle Potato Fries'" and coleslaw. Coupon not good
with any other offer. One coupon per person per visit.
Expirer 6 . 3 0 . 9 I
Closed Sundays
RIVER RIDGE MALL
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SAVE 254
ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF A CHICK-FIL-A®
VALUE MEAL WITH THIS COUPON.
Chick-fil-A® Value Meal includes I or 2 Chick-fil-A® Chicken Sandwiches or
Chargrilled Chicken Sandwiches'" or an 8 or 12 pack of Chick-fil-A Nuggets®
regular Waffle Potato Fries, and cole slaw. Coupon not good with any other
offer. Limit one Value Meal per coupon. One coupon per person per visit.
Expires 6-30-91
Closed Sundays.
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FREE ICEDREAMJ

How re you going to do it?
The IBM Personal System/2® can get you up and running last, too. It
helps you whip through term papers and reports, and make last-minute
revisions quickly a " d easily. V»u get more work done in less
s o time
i 111 n .
It comes preloaded with the software you need.
Turn it on and it's ready to go.
With a point-and-click IBM Mouse and color
graphics, it's easy to learn and tun to use.
And if that isn't enough, the special student price
makes it easy to afford, and you can pay lor it in install
merits with an IBM PS/2* Loan lor Learning.*
Let us show you how the PS/2 can help put you on
the last track.

RIVER RIDGE MALL

PS/2 it!

IBM has ten new PS/2 systems available
at a considerable discount to Liberty
University students, faculty and staff.
For more information, please contact Eric
Fleegal, IBM collegiate representative, at '
582-4370.

PURCHASE ONE CHICK-FIL-A VALUE MEAL™ ANDGET A
FREE 8-OZ. CUP OF ICEDREAM™ WITH THIS COUPON Value
Meal™ includes 1 or 2 Chick-fil-A Sandwiches or 8 or 12-pack Chick fil A
Nuggets™, Waffle Potato Fries™ and coleslaw. Coupon nofgood w .i any
other offer. One coupon per person per visit.
&U
Expires 6-30-91
S*L
Closed Sundays
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ALL You CAN EAT!
CHICK-FIL-A SANDWICHES $\.69 EACH
PURCHASE ALL THE CHICK-FIL-A SANDWICHES
YOUCANEATFOR$L69 EACH WITH THIS
C O U P O N . Coupon not good with any other offer.
One coupon per person per visit.
Expires 6 . 3 0 . y |
Closed Sundays
RIVER RIDGE MALL

"This oiler it (variable only to qualified Muilenis. faculty and Mall who purchase IBM PS/2 s Uuuuyn paiticipatniy campus outlets Orders are subiect to availability
Puces ate subject to change and IBM may withdraw the offer ai any tune without wntten notice
- IBM. Personal SyStfgtm/2 and PS/2 aie registered tiaderriaiks of International Business Machines Corporation
I IBM Corpoiahon 1990
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Carman tour makes
stop in Vines Center
By CURT W.OLSON

free concerts with a love offering
collected during the concert.
Christian musician and songwriter
A large crowd can also be expected
Carman will bring his "Revival in because Carman requested that LU
the Land" Tour to the LU Vines student activities notify all churches
Center March 23 at 7 p.m.
throughout the Roanoke Valley Area
The concert will be the third Car- of the concert. It has also been
man tour in the South/Central Vir- requested that all local media be inginia area to be performed at LU. In formed of the concert. As a result,
addition, Dane Emmerick, coordi- local radio and TV stations will have
nator of student activities, stated that commercials announcing the conCarman Ministries asked to bring cert in coming weeks.
the gospel group NewSong as an
Further preparation includes the
opening act
construction of a 40 feet by 40 feet
The last time Carman performed stage and the addition of an electric
at LU, Spring 1989, he entertained a generator and numerous lights to acstanding-room-only crowd in LU's commodate the Carman show.
Multi-Purpose Center.
Emerick said, "We want to get as
To accommodate the potentially many students as possible to work
large crowd, Emmerick has re- the concert." Also, he said that in
quested a tarp to cover the wood conjunction with the evangelistic
floor in the Vines Center so chairs theme of Carman concerts, he
could be set up. If the floor is cov- hoped to attract the unsaved to the
ered, student activities estimates concert.
that 10,000 people could attend the
He said the Thomas Road youth
concert. Otherwise, 7,000 to 8,000 department and Straight Street, a
could be in attendance.
local center for youth, are working
One of the major reasons that with student activities to bring unCarman's concerts are attended by saved people to the concert.
such large audiences is that he gives
The musician's style is particularly

News Editor

suited to attracting a variety of people,
Emerick said: "Carman has a style
all his own hecan perform rock, ballads and soul. He is so diverse."
Straightforward is how Carman describes his style: "Now there's a lot
of people who think it's really not
cool, if you're gonna do a gospel
song, to say 'Jesus, Jesus, Jesus,' but
I'm gonna tell you this, that if you're
looking to hear songs with hidden
messages or veiled references to God,
you've come to the wrong place."
However, if the audience is looking for a spectacular show, they have
come to therightplace, according to
CCM magazine: "He is a performance undeniably in the grand tradition of all-American showmanship:
a dazzling blend of street smart story
telling, personal reminiscence, high
drama, broad humor and smoothly
choreographed stage moves, all tied
up in a flashy musical package."
Carman has released seven albums
during his career in gospel music,
with his most recent notable albums
being "The Champion," "Live ...
Radically Saved" and "Revival in the
Land." The seven albums combined
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Club reorganizes,
finds an advisor
By KERI BURNS

promote itself within the student body
and to earn recognition.
Black Student Fellowship, which
Last semester, Black Student Felhas undergone many changes since lowship participated in various fundits inception eight years ago, has again raisers to help support its activities.
restructured under new leadership.
These fund-raisers included gym
It has been difficult for Black Stu- nights and the sale of Black Student
dent Fellowship to obtain a faculty Fellowship T-shirts. Donations were
advisor. However, the club reorgan- also made to the club.
ized last semester with a new advisor
This semester the club co-sponand officers were elected for the new sored with the Transformation Cruschool year.
sade an essay contest, which was won
"It's hard to get things done with- by Marcus Forney, an offensive lineout representation," Mike Wilson, the man on the Flames football team.
club chaplain, said. This semester,
Meetings of the Black Student
Delethea Quarles, assistant women's Fellowship are held bimonthly with
track coach, has given her time to officer's meetings each Monday. A
advise the club.
black history awareness program was
The purpose of Black Student Fel- held March 1.
lowship is "to promote a positive
The program included music, guest
ouUet for any student to express them- speakers and the presentation of black
selves," President Mike Goff said. history. "Black history is just as imHe added that the club is not de- portant as American history," Goff
signed only for black students and said.
that anyone can attend meetings.
The club officers this semester are
"The name of the club is not meant Goff as president, Daryle McGhee as
to separate us from other students, vice president, Wilson as chaplain,
but rather to identify us," Wilson said. Shelly Worth as activities director,
A top priority of Black Student Fel- Tonya Chandler as secretary and
lowship is unity, according to Wilson. Sherry White as treasurer.
"We're striving for unity with God
"The purpose of our club is not
and ourselves," Goff said. Another eliteness, but uniqueness. Everyone
goal for the club this semester is to is equal," Goff said.

Special to the Champion

Carman
have sold more than 2 million copies.
His "Revival in the Land" Tour has
entertained and ministered to more
than 1.5 million people. Also, the
album was chosen as Billboard
Magazine's contemporary Christian
1990 album of the year.
Carman Dominic Licciardello's
music career began when he left his
home in Trenton, N.J., to try the Las
Vegas show scene. During that time
he stayed with his sister and brotherin-law who attended church in southern California. It was then that he
became a born-again Christian.
Carman's ministry has generated
positive response from not only his
fans, but also many members of the
music industry. Bob Hartman, former lead singer with Petra,
said,"Everywhere we went we heard
about Carman. I know him to be a
sincere man of God wiui a burden for
a lost world."
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LU leaders
offer practical
guidelines for
movie selection
By LISA B. STEIGERWALT
Champion Reporter

Several members of LU's administration, in response to the school's
policy change concerning movie attendance, have offered guidelines
for movie selection.
The selection of movies is now
determined by students' discretion.
To make- a wise- choice, one must
consider many factors, the administrators said.
Movie attendance and selection
have long been controversial issues
within the Christian community.
Vernon Brewer, vice president of
student development, said in the Feb.
15 chapel service that such choices
are determined by personal preference rather than moral absolutes.
While the domain of preference is
vague and subjective, wise instruction is available to the Christian.
President A. Pierre Guillermin recommends that students should select
a movie in accordance with the following guidelines. The movie
should be "acceptable in the perception of your family and friends;" it
should possess "redeeming value;"
and it should be "one with which you
feel comfortable."
Guillermin also advised students
to "live by the law of love," by
avoiding questionable situations in
which a brother may stumble.
Brad Lau, associate dean of men,
likewise would ask, "Does the movie
violate my conscience?" Lau furthur
emphasized the role of the Liberty
student.
"We as Christians, and especially university students, should
always avoid being unthinking observers of our world of change. To sit
uncritically through a movie is not
wise," Lau said. "The Christian is
directly accountable to God for his
actions. We will each answer to
Christ."
Campus Pastor Rob Jackson encouraged students to "consider walking in the steps of Jesus" when confronted with difficult choices.
Jackson suggested that one should
determine what Christ would do in
every situation. "Picture yourself in
the theater with Christ silting right
next to you," Jackson said.
Movies with nudity, illicit sexual
content, profanity and excessive
violence should be avoided, Jackson
said.
The Liberty Way stipulates a 12reprimand penalty for students involved with pornography and certain
R- rated and all NC-17 movies would
fall into that category, Dane Emmerick, dean of men, said.
Beyond these guidelines, one's
personal convictions become the
deciding factor. All in all, "common
sense rules," Guillermin concluded.

Get the AIXT Calling Card and yourfirstcall is free.
AT&T Student Saver Plus program, a whole package of products and
There's no better time to speak your mind.
Because now when you get your free AT&T Calling Card, you'll
services designed to make a student's budget go Farther.
So look for AT&T Calling Card applications on campus.
get your first 15-minute call freel'
Or call us at 1800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
With your AT&T Calling Card, you can call
<'<l<U>«('unf
{j^XNT
And let freedom ring.
from almost anywhere to anywhere. And you
can
keep
your
card,
even
if
you
move
and
get
83b 000 blBO U l l
src»t co»
a new phone number.
AI&T. Helping make college life a little easier.
Our Calling Card is part of the
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AT&T
The right choice.
•A $3.00 value for a coast to coast tilling Card call. Applies to customer dialed calls made during the Al&T Night/
Weekend calling period, 11pm to Sam, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm Friday through Spm Sunday. You may receive
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Prisoners remany questions for Saddam
ceive focus of
peace talks
By ADAM NAG0URNEY
USA Today Wire Service

From Wire Reports
U.S. Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf
came from a meeting Sunday with
Iraqi military officials believing
Iraq will comply with all conditions for peace.
Allied coalition conditions include the release of all prisoner of
war and locations of sea and land
mines.
This announcement came after
Iraq canceled Saturday's meeting.
Secretary of Defense Dick Cheney made it clear Friday that allied POWs must be released.
"We've destroyed their army.
We've turned the lights out in
Baghdad," he said. "Unless they
return our prisoners immediately,
they're going to have more grief."
Nine Americans, two Britons,
an Italian and a Kuwaiti were
known to be POWs in Iraq, and 45
Americans and 10 Britons were
among 66 allied personnel missing
in action.

Also, Friday, the Pentagon updated the U.S. death toll from Operation Desert Storm: 38 Americans were killed during the fourday ground war, 10 more than initial reports suggested, for a total of
89 Americans dead since the air attacks began Jan 17. It said 324
others were wounded, including 78
during the ground campaign.
Furthermore, President George
Bush said Friday "conditions are
now better than ever" to settle deep
and longstanding differences in the
Middle East. "I want to move
fast," Bush said.
To initiate peace, Secretary of
State James A. Baker III will fly to
the Middle East next week for talks
that Bush said "will advance planning for the war's aftermath," including such issues as the fate of
the Palestinians, the future of
Lebanon and Iraq's willingness to
have its relations with the rest of
the world return to normal.

With the failed conquest of Kuwait
behind him, Saddam Hussein enters
his most turbulent time as Iraqi
leader, facing challenges that could
leave him dead or out of office.
Saddam's best hope is the continued loyalty of his secret police, the
insular, brutal and loyal organizations that have surrounded and protected him for almost 20 years.
Any break in those ranks, or in the
ranks of his political power base, the
Baath Party, could severely test his
leadership.
With information out of Baghdad
sketchy at best, analysts and
government officials were left looking at tea leaves for clues to
Saddam's future. For example, Uiat
his name has not been attached to any

official announcement since Monday could be a sign of trouble for
him.
But over the years, Saddam has
repeatedly demonstrated his resilience, often by using brutal measures
to squash the very first signs of resistance.
"This guy is a survivor," Edward
Peck, who was the senior American
diplomat in Baghdad from 1977 to
1980, said. 'The one thing he knows
how to do is survive, and that's not
easy to do in Iraq."
Still, Saddam faces animosity
among his own people for the disastrous war. Richard Flaskamp, James
Madison University political science
professor, said Saddam doesn't have
"much of a chance of surviving."
"Either the Baathist Party or the
military has to get rid of him," he

<*•"%

said. "I think they recognize that
there is no hope of rebuilding Iraq
with him there."
Hussein's greatest threats come
from three quarters.
The first is the army, humiliated
after its crushing defeat. The army
has been behind at least one unsuccessful coup attempt during the past
decade and is a breeding ground for
another.
The second is within the web of
secret police organizations that guard
him, the groups physically close
enough to allow for an assassination.
"Whether Saddam survives depends upon the solidity of his
tyrannical apparatus, "Dr Robert
Stookey, research associate for me
Center for Middle Eastern Studies at
the University of Texas, said. "If that
holds up, I suspect Saddam will re-

main in power.
The third source of trouble is the
anti-Saddam movements that are
forming among Iraqi expatriates.
One is the Islamic Action Group,
which Thursday publically urged the
army to overthrow Saddam.
The United States has in recent
days suggested it would have no
problem if Saddam were overthrown.
The public agrees: 75 percent of
Americans in an ABC News poll released Thursday said they want Saddam ousted.
But it's an open question whether
Saddam's ouster would necessarily
be good for the United States. The
best outcome for the United States
would be if he were replaced by a
transitional military regime leading
to a democratic government.
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Flames
Feedback
Marvin Hamlett

Baseball team
stares adversity
straight in eye

sports
LU duo advances into finals
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Fisher and
Holiday
place first

It's hard to believe, but yes, college baseball has arrived. And although 1991 was expected to be a By MIKE GATHMAN
rebuilding year for the Flames, new Champion Reporter
skipper Johnny Hunton has already
The Liberty wrestling team finsurprised a few people.
ished third overall as Flames' wresThe Liberty baseball team, with tlers Rodney Fisher and Craig Holionly four seniors on its 32-man day qualified for national finals durroster, has come out of the blocks ing Saturday's NCAA Eastern Restrong, and its record now stands at gional Wrestling Championships in
3-2-1.
the Liberty Gym.
You might say, "Big deal, that's
Fisher and Holiday placed first in
not so great of a record." But if
the 158-and 167-pound weightclasses
that's the case, then you don't real- respectively. Both wrestlers won four
ize the extenuating circumstances times throughout the championship
for the team.
to reach the finals which will be held
Last season the Flames finished
in Iowa in two weeks.
the season with a mediocre record
Of the 18 schools competing in the
of 23-24-1. From that team, five tournament, the Flames placed third,
.300 hitters are now gone including behind George Mason University
leading hitter Todd Samples (.378) and first-place finisher Old Dominwho signed with the Montreal Expos ion University.
after his junior year. Also gone are
LU head coach Don Shuler said,
first baseman Todd Swisher (.333), "We wrestled well but could have
catcher Jamey Mason (.321), left
done better without the two close
fielder Cary McKay (.318) and third semifinal losses." The two semifinal
baseman John McClintock (.304).
losses that Shuler referred to were
So now I guess you realize just Steve Dernlan's 2-1 loss and Aaron
how much of a rebuilding season
photo by Paul Kaminski
Bruce's 7-6 loss.
this may be for the Flames. But if
"We wrestled up to our seeds or Liberty wrestler Craig Holiday gains the upper hand against mate Rodney Fisher, successfully advanced to the NCAA Nayou' re still not convinced that much better in every weight class," Holihis opponent during Saturday's Eastern Regionals Champion- tional Championships which will be be held in Iowa on March 14was lost from last year's team, then day said.
ships
in the Multi-Purpose Center. Holiday, along with team- 16.
take a look at who's gone from the
Fisher, seemed to agree with
1990 pitching staff.
Shuler, "We could have done much more excited about being home, "It tion bracket first round bye, Maddox in the tournament. In the first round Dominion's A. Hackman. Then in
To top the list, LU lost its staff better, but we lost some very close was nice to be at home and sleep in was pinned for the second time by Ferguson had a bye. In the second the quarter-finals Dernlan again reace, Frank Speek, who was 9-4 with matches."
round Ferguson won by default over corded a pin over Coppin State's R.
our own beds instead of at a hotel." Kutztown's B. Cafurello.
a 2.36 ERA. Speek has since been
In addition to Fisher and Holiday's
Craig Holiday had a different perLiberty's 126-pound wrestler, James Madison's B. Conly. Then in Carradine. Dernlan's only loss came
drafted by the St. Louis Cardinals first-place finishes, the Flames had spective: "I used to think I didn't like Derek Thoreson, also won one and the semifinals Ferguson was pinned in the semifinals to Millersville
and has his visions on the majors. four other wresUers place in the top wrestling at home because of the pres- lost two during the tournament. In the by George Mason's S. Kirsch. University's T. Barley by a 2-1 score.
The Flames also lost their only other five. Steve Dernlan placed third in sure of everyone asking me to get a first round Thoreson was pinned by Ferguson then made it to the consola- Dernlan then bounced back to defeat
formidable starter in Lance Price I the 142-pound weight class; Bubba pin. But today I knew I had to deal Shippensburg'sM.Pyles. Theninthe tion finals by defeating Campbell's
Kutztown's C. Barrone by a score of
who was 6-4 in 1990. No other Ferguson placed fourth in the 134- with it, so I just gave it over to God first round of the consolation bracket Baumgardener by an 8-6 decision. In 10-5 in the consolation semifinals. In
pitcher won more than one game pound weight class; Christian Holi- and I enjoyed it."
Thoreson bounced back to score a pin the consolation finals for third place, the consolationfinalsDernlan locked
last year. Overall, 1991's pitching day placed fourth in the 150-pound
Liberty's Jon Maddox wrestled in overJamesMadison'sJ.Miller. Then Ferguson lost to Kutztown's C. Cof- up third place by technical falling
staff for only five last year's 23 weightclass; and Aaron Bruce placed the 118-pound weight class. Maddox in the consolation's second round fin by a score of 7-5 to finish in fourth Shippensburg's M. Kramer.
victories.
fifth in the 177-pound weight class. won one match and lost two matches Thoreson was beaten by Campbell place overall.
Christian Holiday placed fourth in
This year's team is hardly recogThe tournament was held at Liberty throughout the tournament. Maddox University's P. Renaud by a score of
Dernlan placed third in the 142- the 150-pound weight class by win- •
nizable from last year's. And with University for the first time, and the earned his win from a consolation 10-4!
pound weight class by winning four ning three of his five matches in the
the pre-mentioned decimation of players enjoyed being able to stay bracket bye. In the first round MadFerguson, wrestling in the 134- of his five matches. The one loss was tournament. In thefirstround Holiits roster, I figured the team would home. Shuler said that being at home dox was pinned by James Madison's pound weight class, placed fourth
aclose2-l decision in the semifinals.
be fortunate to avoid being embar- helped. LU freshman Bruce was K. Taylor. Then, after the consola- while winning three of hisfivematches In the first round Dernlan pinned Old
See Wrestling, Page 9
rassed.
But so far, the team has done just
the opposite. After opening the
season with a 13-5 trashing over the
University of North Carolina at
Wilmington, the Flames then traveled to Charlottesville where the By MARVIN HAMLETT
Vassar's ensuing free throw attempt was short and
team battled the University of Vir- Sports Editor
rebounded by the Penguins, forcing the Flames to foul
The Liberty men's basketball team played its final home Mike Alcorn with six seconds left. Alcom swished
ginia to a 5-5 tie before the game
had to be called because of dark- game of the season Saturday night against Youngstown State, both free throws for the final margin.
but it was the Penguins who got the last hurrah in the Vines
ness.
Liberty still had a chance to tie the game, but MatEven though the past LU base- Center.
thew Hildebrand' s three-point attempt m issed the mark,
Liberty blew five-point leads in the final minutes of both and Liberty fell to 4-23. The 23 losses broke a school
ball stars are now gone, it is becoming obvious that 1991 has brought regulation and overtime as Youngstown State pulled out an record for the most losses in a season.
80-77 win.
along with it an exciting brand of
"We're extremely disappointed," LU coach Jeff
With YSU's top three scorers fouled out, Penguin guard Meyer said. "Anytime you go down to the wire with a
baseball. Gone are Samples,
Swisher, Mason, McKay and Mark Vassar nailed a three-pointer with 10 seconds left in chance to win and you come up empty, it's difficult to
McClintock. But stepping in to overtime, giving the Penguins a 78-77 lead as he was fouled understand. There's a very fine line between winning
take their places are senior second by Jeff Bloom.
and losing."
"It was a set play," Vassar said. "There was a double pick.
baseman Chris Robbins (.344) and
Liberty led by as much asfivepoints in the overtime
I had a good lift with my legs, and I concentrated. I knew it after center Mike Coleman's two free throws gave LU
senior shortstop Doug Brady
(.302), who are the only hitters from was good when it left my hands."
a 76-71 lead with 2:33 remaining. But a missed free
As if the trey was not enough of a blow against LU, throw by Julius Nwosu, coupled with a Bloom travellast year's team with a batting average of more than .300.
ing violation, opened the door for YSU.
"If you can take care of the things you can
Also taking charge are junior
mm^>**#*gj<&%m*$t*'*:
control, like fundamentals, you can win the
outfielder Danny Brahn and sophobasketball games," Meyer added.
more first baseman Sheldon Bream.
Indeed, this was a game for the taking for LU
Yes, Sheldon is the brother of forbecause Youngstown State was up against the
mer LU great and current Atlanta
wall for much of the contest. YSU's top
Brave Sid Bream. And no, I'm not
scorer, Reggie Kemp (20 points), picked up
going to point that out every time
his fourth foul with 17 minutes left in regulahis name appears in an article on
tion and had to go to the bench with the
photo by Matthew Miles
my sports pages.
Penguins clinging to a 45-42 advantage.
The pitching staff will now be
LU's Todd Martin prepares for delivery during the first game
The Flames wasted no time in taking adanchored by sophomore right-hanof a doubleheader Saturday.
vantage of Kemp's absence as Danny Pratt's
der Todd Martin and junior right
jumper gave Liberty a 55-48 lead with 11
handers Toby Toburen and Rodney
minutes left. Coleman scored two of his caAshby.
reer-high 31 points to maintain the sevenRight now, the main focus for the
point lead with 10:12 remaining.
Flames should be to do their best
YSU, 12-17,battled back with an 8-1 run to
until they can develop a chemistry.
By TIM SEARS
tie
the game at 58. But the Flames retaliated
Once a team develops "chemistry,"
Champion Reporter
by scoring five in a row for a 63-58 lead with
they become a major force. Time
Danny Brahn's grand slam helped the Flames baseball team come from
5:27 remaining.
will tell whether or not Liberty will
behind to defeat George Washington 12-8 in the second game of a
LU led 69-65 with 1:42 remaining in regudevelop this "chemistry."
doubleheader. Liberty lost thefirstgame 5-4.
lation
afterColeman lutoneof two free throws.
If they do develop the "chemisIn the first game, Coach Johnny Hunton saw the Flames 2-0 lead
But Kemp hit a jumper as he was fouled by
try," the Flames' strongest asset
dwindle into a 5-4 defeat. In the loss, the Flames got the long ball from
Bloom, and the ensuing free throw cut the
will be that they play as a team.
third baseman Bill Speek and leftfielder Phil Kulp, who hit his second
Flames' lead to 69-68 with 1:22 left.
Good teams will beat a team of
homer of the season.
After LUmissedashot, YSU seemed prime
great players any day. You don't
The Colonials managed to take the lead for good in the top half of the
to win the game as the Penguins had the ball
believe me? Just ask Lou Piniella
fifth inning when Greg Orlorsky knocked in Mike Welch and Ken Lavan
with 30 seconds left for the final shot. But
or Tony LaRussa.
to put George Washington up 5-3. The Flames managed to cut the Colonial
Coleman stripped Kemp and fed a pass to Hillead to one in the bottom of thefifthwhen Speek singled to knock home
"When you lose 10 leltermen,
debrand, forcing Bob Fick to commit his fifth
catcher David Eeles, but the Flames were unable to score again.
you have a lot of rebuilding to do,"
foul of the game with 14 seconds left.
The Flames rallied in the bottom of the seventh when Doug Brady
Hunton said.
But Hildebrand made only one of his two
reached first and Brahn singled to left-center, putting the tying run on
But despite the loss of those cruattempts to give the Flames a 70-68 lead.
third. The Flames then could not get the clutch hit to tie the game.
cial players, Hunton has a goal for
YSU then brought the ball to midcourt and
The winning pitcher for the Colonials was Pat Baker, his first. The loser
the Flames to win 30 games this
for the Flames was Todd Martin, his first defeat of the season.
photo by Jeffrey S. Smitti called a timeout to set up a final play.
year. And judging by thechemistry
they've already shown, I wouldn't
LU center Mike Coleman connects on two of his
put it past them.
See Basketball, Page 8
See Baseball, Page 10
game-high 31 points Saturday night.

Flames lose twice in OT
Three-pointer spoils LU's home finale, 80-77

Brahn's grand slam
salvages split for LU

I
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Pettyjohn places third in IC4A

Clipboard
B^ Kevin Bloye

/flfflrv

By ERIC Y0DER
Champion Reporter

Seven qualifiers from the men's
indoor track team competed in the
Eastern Conference Championship
this weekend in Princeton, NJ..
The Intercollegiate Association of
Amateur Athletes of America (IC4 A)
aged under a point a game and manmeet is one of the highlights of the
aged to turn the ball over 50 times
men's indoor season, with over 100
this season. Made only two of 11
teams vying for position.
free throws. Grade: D
Just to be listed among the competiStephon Leary—Saw only brief
tors
in this event is an accomplishplaying time after returning from a
ment
for many of the athletes, and the
knee injury that sidelined him for
privilege
of winning or placing in an
one and a half years. As a freshman
event
is
nothing
more thanicing on
in 1987, Leary started almost every
the
cake.
game. Three years later, he's glued
Todd Pettyjohn tasted some of that
to the Flames' bench. Another mysicing by topping 15-7 3/4 in his first
tery. Grade: Incomplete
Tim Mann—After working his pole-vault attempt.
"Todd captured a third-place posiway onto the team as a walk-on at the
tion
by virtue of clearing the bar in his
beginning of the season, Mann saw
action in only six games. Grade Incomplete
Jeff Meyer (coach)—After losing B.J. Burton and Zach Harris in Continue from Page 7
mid-December, Meyer was forced to
use all of his first-year players extenOn the ensuing inbounds pass,
sively. Despite the incredible youth Bloom went for the steal and missed.
and inexperience factor, the Flames Kemp grabbed the ball and drove an
remained competitive in almost every open lane to the basket, but Coleman
game. In the team's 23 losses, a cut him off with a foul. Kemp then
whopping 13 games were decided swished two free throws to send the
by 10 points or fewer. Meyer fielded game into overtime.
a team deep in talent but shallow in
"Our team has never given up,"
fundamentals. Grade: CKemp said. "We figured we had to
work hard to win the game."
Most Valuable Player: Mike ColePenguins' coach John Stroia agreed,
man.
"This team has never quit all year
Mostlmproved Player: Mike Cole- long. We've lost a lot of close games
man.
this year, but tonight we got the shots
Rookie of the Year: A tie between we wanted."
Julius Nwosu and Matt Hildebrand.

Coleman earns team's only 'A'
in postseason report card

After only four victories in 27
games, the men's basketball season
will be graciously laid to rest tonight
as the Flames travel to UNC-Greensboro. Just as as every student is
evaluatedby the professor at the end
of the semester with a report card,
one opinionated sportswriter (that's
me) has decided to construct his own
evaluation of the 1990-91 Flames.

Mike Coleman—Led the team in
scoring (15.9 ppg) and rebounding
(10.1 rpg) and was tied for first in
free-throw shooting (73 percent). He
will do anything necessary to improve his game and help his team win
aballgame. Combine 12 players with
his talent, work ethic and determination, and you have a national championship. Grade: A
Matt Hildebrand—A first-year
player who started every game at the
point this year, Hildebrand averaged
9.3 points and 4.8 assists per game.
A fundamentally sound player who
improved with each game this season
andwho will be a team leader in the
years to come. Expect big things
from him in two years. Grade: B
Danny Pratt—The team's most
prolific leaper and shot-blocker, Pratt
shot 60 percent from the field and
forced many shooters to think twice
before firing. It remains a mystery
why he was not given more playing
time. G rade: BJulius Nwosu—Averaged 10.5
points and 6.7 rebounds per game in
his first extended basketball season.
He often played out of control under
the boards (fouled out seven times)

and looked clueless on both sides of
the court. Given time and maturity,
Nwosu has the ability to dominate in
two years. Grade: C+
Chris Toomer—A first-year
player who, like Hildebrand, was
tossed into the starting lineup from
the beginning. He averaged 6.4
points per game but shot an ice-cold
33 percent from the field (56 of 170)
and 31 percent from three-point
land(40 of 127). Played with great
defensive intensity and will be valuablein the years to come. Grade: C
Jon Yates—After serving as the
team's 12th man last year, Yates, this
year's Paul Nazigan, played in 24
games and even started three. He
does not have the skills to make a
significant impact on the Division 1
level but gets by on determination.
Grade: CBrett Anthony—Touted as a
scorer coming out of high school,
Anthony shot a frigid 33 percent
from the field (34 of 104) and 28
percent (18 of 65) from three-point
territory. One of several first-year
Liberty players who could have used
a season on the sidelines. Grade: D+
Jeff Bloom—Played 26 minutes a
game. Shot 31 percent (59 of 188)
from die field. Shot 25 percent (26
for 106) from three-point land. Shot
45 percent (14 for 31) from the freethrow line. Made several crucial
mistakes during last seconds of close
games. Thrown into the fire too
much, too soon. Grade: D
Nathaniel Miller—In limited
playing role (8.5 minutse a game),
Miller, a red-shirt sophomore, aver-

KARRIS TIRE CO.

3E
24
Years

EnmcESTone

/VEW NEW TIRES TO FIT YOUR EVERY NEED

528-3443

RETAIL - WHOLESALE

Free Mounting & Balancing With Each Tire Purchased
inn* Discount to Faculty & Students with I.D. Card
1512 5th St. Lynchburg, VA

P r i n t i n g mmmmmmmnm*
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"Serving You the Beat'

Putt-Putt

5 LOCATIONS
2509 Memorial Ave.

sl BWAY CUJbtrmsibcef. turkey, hum)

CHICKEN. HAM & CHEESE

^

237-9333

V jf

OPEN 9-5:30 MON.-FRI. • 9-5:00 SAT.
DELIVERY SERVICE
9510 Timberlake Rd., Lynchburg
_3^ft, .
(Across from Timberlake Bapt. Church) FUOflAFAXj

K.kfl<Ka

3 DIFFERENT
18 HOLE COURSES

rxnm i l i u m FIIII fftfT
ONE HOUR

PHOTOS

COLOR PRINTS IN ONE HOUR
COLOR SLIDES IN SIX HOURS
BLACK & WHITE IN SIX HOURS
WHY WAIT LONGER?

ONE HOUR PORTRAIT
STUDIO
llllllllllllll
m u i m i i i i i
Located next to Mr. Donut
at the Intersection of
Timberlake and Leesville Roads.

237-7888

MedChoice
Neighborhood Medical Center
8409 Timberlake Road • Lynchburg
Walk-in medical care.
Q A-J CO/^H No appointments necessary.
y^t / -^Z-VJU
weekdays: 4:30 -11 p.m.
Weekends & Holidays: noon -11 p.m.
Affiliated wilh Centra Health Medical Centers

237-7797
Timberlake
Hours: Monday - Friday 8-7
Saturday 9-7, Sunday 12-5

2ND SET OF PRINTS FREE WHEN YOU SHOW YOUR L.U.I.D.
On* Hour Portrait Studio Now Open.

life books & gifts

new

LYNCHBURG'S LARGEST CHRISTIAN BOOKSTORE
• CHRISTIAN BOOKS
• BIBLES
• MUSIC

• GREETING CARDS
•GIFTS
• CHRISTIAN VIDEOS

"It's our business to get the WORD out!"
LOCATED AT THE FOOT
OF LIBERTY MOUNTAIN
AIRPORT BUSINESS CENTER

4 0 1 8 WARDS ROAD
| | I B B |
M~M\~»M
Z j f
" D l l J l

>> 3039 Old Forest Rd.

SI PER COMBO

STEAK & CHEESE 1101)",., >irlmnl

BBQ Wilh Slaw
CHICKEN HAMACHFFSF

Hills Plaza
Appomattox

^

w/r/

IMpolnt

Waterllck Plaza

SUPER CLUB
TUNA TUNA T I N A
SEAFOOD 4 CRAB
ROAST BEEF

• FREE DELIVERY TO HOSPITALS & FUNERAL HOMES
• COMPLETE WEDDING SERVICES
CASH kCARRY

THE PLACE TO VISIT FOB
YOUR PRINTING NEEDS.

CALL FOR GROUP 0ISC0UNTS

HAM & CHEESE

BMT (hum, gcnoi. peppenmi. rw/nynj)

•

Golf & G a m e s

2900 MEMORIAL AVE.

11 K u r . t BKEAai

FACSIMILE DOCUMENTS

8105 T I M B E R L A K E R D
L Y N C H B U R G . VA

•SUBWAY*
C O L D S U B S :•;;;;

LAMINATION

<-/rvc*

WESTERN UNION AGENCY

10% DISCOUNT WITH L U . I.D.
OPEN ON HOLIDAYS

COLD CUT COMBO

LARGE DOCUMENT COPIES

Fort Hill Village Shopping Center

OPEN 8 AM-9 PM MON.-SAI
NEW & REBUILT PARTS

Nwosu scored 20 points and
grabbed a game-high 12 rebounds.
Pratt added nine points, while Coleman pulled down 10 boards. Hildebrand led the Flames with seven assists.
Liberty began die week Monday
night with anodier overtime loss to
Davidson College. LU erased a 16point Davidson lead in the first half
only to fall 71-67. Coleman led LU
with 18 points, while Nwosu scored
10 points and grabbed 13 rebounds.
The Flames close die season tonight as they go on the road to face the
University of North Carolina at
Greensboro.

EoA^ao' c5 narh

QUICK COPIES

INSTANT SIGNS & BANNERS

804-239-1308

In the first half, Liberty once again
was in control as die Flames were
rolling 32-20 with 5:29 remaining in
the half. ButLU was unable to deliver
the knockout, and YSU closed the
half with a 16-5 run, pulling widiin
37-36 at intermission. "In the first
half, we got down by 10 or 11, but we
kept fighting back," Stroia said.
Overall, Liberty's offense was
dominated by die frontcourt players,
as Coleman, Nwosu and Pratt combined to score 60 of the Flames 77
points on 24 of 29 shooting from die
field. Of the Flames' 29 field goals,
all but two in the first half were beyond 10 feet away.

COPY SERVICE

OPEN YEAR ROUND

846-8431

(three consecutive misses).
Mosley pulled a hamstring early
last week. The injury slowed his time
in the 200 meters to 22.58. A disappointed Mosley missed the final round
of competition by 1.8 seconds and
was unable to run his usual spot on the
mile relay team.
"He ran well most of the race until
his injury flared up in the last five
meters, causing him to stumble across
the finish line," Tolsma said.
Steve Hokanson, the last of the
qualifying seven, threw the shot put
51-6.
"It is unfortunate that at this high
level of competition our team wasn't
100 percent," Tolsma said. "In spite
of all the injuries, we still placed in the
top 30. That's not as good as we
wanted; but out of 100 teams, it isn't
bad either."

Basketball

With L.U. I.D. Seven Tokens For $1.00
Buy One 3 Game Ticket Get One Free

BLUE RIDGE
AUTO PARTS

first vault. He just brushed the bar
enough to knock it off at 16 feet,"
Head coach Brant Tolsma said.
Three out of Liberty's seven qualifiers, Charles Onyeanusi, JclTJuhala
and Gerald Mosley wcreplagucd with
some untimely injuries and illnesses
which proved to be a setback for the
whole team.
Onyeanusi, who usually puts in a
fast time on the mile relay team, was
out with an ankle injury. The backup
team missed the final round of competition by three-tenths of a second.
The individual times were as follows: Scott Queen 50.0, Johnny
Prettyman 50.1, Eric Carroll 51.6 and
Robert Udugba with 50.3. The combined time was 3: 22.22.
Juhala, a strong pole-vaulter and
decathlete, was fighting the flu and
had an uncharacteristic "no-heighter"

INNKEEPER

ED H A W K I N S , INC.
0

5005 F O R T AVE.
21WADSWORTHST.

MAYTAG

845-7511

rmtn

ana

APPLIANCE &
T.V. RENTAL

TOWN & COUNTRY SHOPPING CTH
MADISON HEIGHTS. VA

847-6292

WE ALSO SERVE CHICKEN

239-6915

®P

• KING LEISURE ROOMS
• FREE CONT'L BREAKFAST
• IN-ROOM WHIRLPOOL
• REMOTE CONTROL T.V.
• POOL • MEETING ROOMS • CABLE HBO - ESPN
TOLL FREE - RESERVATIONS

2901 CANDLER'S MTN. RD.

1.800.822.98QQ

237-7771

LACKS AUTO SERVICE INC.
SedfoocLxA
" W E SPECIALIZE IN OCEAN FRESH S E A F O O D "
— SERVED CALABASH STYLE —
FAMILY ATMOSPHERE
TAKE OUT ORDERS AVAILABLE
HOURS: Spring & Summer Thur thru Sun 5pm to 9pm
Winter Thur 5pm 108pm. Fri & Sal 5pm lo 9pm Sun 5pm lo 8pm

•
•
•
•

AIR CONDITIONING SALES & SERVICE
AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSION REPAIR
An Official State
Inspection
Station
BRAKE SERVICE
COMPUTERIZED 2 OR
VISA-MASTERCARD
4 WHEEL ALIGNMENT
• ELECTRONIC TUNE-UPS
• 24-HR. WRECKER SERVICE
WATERLICK RD. FOREST
(Damage-Free Towing)

525-2556

Nico. Comfortable Waiting Area

If No Answer Call 525-7850

MEINEKE DISCOUNT MUFFLERS & BRAKES

U.S. Route 29 North
(Just North of Howard Johnson's)
Madison Heights, Virginia 24572

528-9000
SA VES MONEY

- SA VES TIME

Cai>,

LYNCHBURG
TIMBROOK SQUARE

M A D I S O N HEIGHTS

(NEXT TO KROGER)

(SEMINOLE SHOPPING CENTER)

239-3333

847-2800

9515 MEMORIAL AVE.

Lunch. Mon.-Fn 11 a m to 2 30 p rn
FOREST P L A Z A WEST
(OLD FOREST ROAD)

(NEXT TO KINGS)

*

Dinner by the Lake
Authentic Mexican Food
HOURS:

' : . . - • •

528-0808

RESTAURANT

!y*i

385-6666

Dinner Mon Thur 5 p m to 10 p m
Friday 5 p m to 11 p m
Saturday 12 a m to 10 p m
Sunday 12 a m to 2 30 p m
5 p m to 9 p m

Little Caesars r Pizza! Pizza!

80U4 Timbi/I«ka Road
Lynchburg. Virginia 24502

Two jfrcat pIzzasLL::i. .One low price.

(804)239-9702

Seminole Shopping Center
Madison Heights Virginia 24572
(804)846-6079

• Dinner

j^M»...;L.|3^»^.._vJjiC
Open nightly
for dinner
Lunches daily

• Weddings
• Banquets

993-2475

Rt. 460 • 4 miles East of Lynchburg

i
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Wrestlingcontinued from Page 7
-day defeated Slippery Rock's D.
Fletcher by a 9-4 decision. Holiday
then earned his second win by decision over Millersville University's
B. Troop, 8-6. In the semifinals
Holiday lost to Old Dominions N.
Garone, who placed first, by a score
of 15-6. Then in the consolation
semifinals Holiday met his firstopponent D. Fletcher for the second time
and again defeated him, 7-3. Then in
the consolation finals Holiday lost in
overtime, 4-2, to George Mason's D.
Anthony. This loss left Holiday with
a fourth-place finish.
Fisher won all four matches en
route to his first-place finish in the
158-pound weight class. "I was more

confident than last year, partly be- move on the national finals in two
cause my knee was hurting last year," weeks.
Craig Holiday, finished first in the
Fisher said. Fisher also took a different approach with him to the mat. 167-pound weight class by winning
Usually known for being very aggres- all four of his matches. Holiday gave
sive on the mat, he added, "I was more all the credit to God and said that
conservative because I was trying to often throughout the tournament he
use some smooth moves that would would pray and sing songs to God to
help him relax and not think so much
help ryorc than aggressiveness."
Fisher got his first win from a first about the matches.
To distract himself during the tourround bye. In the second round Fisher
nament,
Holiday said he often thought
defeated Dayton University's T. Galof
Galatians
2:20: "I have been crulagher by a 13-4 decision. Fisherthen
cified
with
Christ
and I no longer live,
won by default over Slippery Rock's
but
Christ
lives
in
me. The life I live
B. Wetzel in the semifinals.
in
the
body,
I
live
by
faith in the Son
Then in the finals for first place,
of
God
who
loved
me
and gave himFisher handily disposed of Old
self
for
me."
Dominion's B. Terry, 12-3. This win
Holiday had a first round bye which
made Fisher the 158-pound champion and allows the senior wrestler to gave him his first win. In the second

round, Holiday defeated George
Mason's C. Moorcr, 9-4. Then in the
semifinals Holiday won 13-5 over
Slippery Rock's J. Gawne.
In the finals Holiday recorded his
biggest win by pinning M. Lawton of
Mil-lersville University. Holiday.likc
Fisher, will now move on to the finals
in Iowa.
LU freshman Bruce won three of
his five matches to place fifth in the
tournament. Bruce won in the first
round by a score of 9-1 over James
Madison's T.Crampton. Then in the
second round Bruce pinned Dayton's
R. Droese.
Inthesemi-finalsBrucelost aclose
decision, 7-6, to George Mason's K.
Volm, whom Bruce had defeated
earlier this year. Bruce then moved to

The Player's Club

PROFESSIONAL BODY WORK & PAINTING
CHIEF, E-Z LINER FRAME STRAIGHTENING MACHINES
NEW COMPUTERIZED DOWN-DRAFT PAINT BOOTHS

Championships last weekend in Liberty's Multi-Purpose Center.
Fisher won his final match, 12-3,
while Holiday registered a pin.
Both wrestlers move on to the National Championships which will be
held in Iowa March 14-16.

Low daily rentals
Pick-up and delivery available
Air conditioning available
Rent newest model Fords-all
sizes and models
Most major credit cards accepted

SPECIALIZING IN

Mercedes-Benz
Domestic & Foreign
INSURANCE ESTIMATES

3725 WARDS RD
BELOW RIVER RIDGE
MILL ON M SOUTH

Rent A Ford By The Day,
Week Or Month
•
•
•
•

won two from byes and lost two from
pins in the tournament. In the first
round Saker got his first bye victory.
In the second round Sakcr was pinned
by Old Dominion's S. Sciandra.
Sakcr then picked up another win
from a second round consolation bye.
Saker was then pinned for the second
time in the consolation quarterfinals
by Campbell's S. Amundsen.
This tournament ended the season
for the team except for Fisher and
Holiday. The Flames have a young
team and most wrestlers feel they
have come a long way this year.
Coach Shuler said that he had not
quite met all his goals for the season.
He had hoped to get more wrestlers
into the finals but he was happy with
the progress of the young wrestlers.

RIVER RIDGE AUTO BODY

Fisher, Holiday voted Players of Week
Liberty wrestlers Rodney Fisher
and Craig Holiday have been named
the Player's Club co-Players of the
Week.
Both Fisher and Holiday advanced
to the NCAA national finals with first
place finishes in the Eastern Regional

the consolation semifinals, where he
lost 8-6 to Slippery Rock's R. Baldwin. Bruce then bounced back to
capture fifth place by defeating Millersville University's T. Thomas, 8-2.
Inthe 190-pound wcightclass.LU's
Matt Kaminski won two and lost two
matches in the tournament.
Kaminski had a first round bye for
his first victory. In the second round
Kaminski was technical failed by
Delaware State's S. Fleming.
Then in the second round of consolation Kaminski defeated Old
Dominion's J. Altizcr, 5-1, for his
second win.
Kaminski was then pinned in the
consolation quarter finals by Slippery
Rock's T. Smith.
Liberty's heavyweight Lcs Saker

237-3111

Spend a night, not a fortune.
Free Continental Breakfast
• Cable T.V.
No Smoking Rooms
• King Rooms
Fitness Center
• Waterbed
• 7th Night FREE
• Family Plan
•AARP
THANK YOU Liberty University

SCOTT
NSURANCE

STADIUM

Lodge f T ^ IROAD
HT 29 EXPRESSWAY

OPEN 8:00 A.M. TO 6 P.M.
SAT. 9 A.M. TO 5 P.M.

I;

847-0111

385-4819

CARROLL AVE

Expressway 29 - take City Stadium
Exit. Follow signs to City Stadium.

LYNCHBURG FORD INC
"We'll Tackle Any Deal"

^

For Reservations
Call Toll Free
1-8004*6900

• LYNCHBURG • ROANOKE • DANVILLE
• ALTAVISTA • R U S T B U R G K * - G R E T N A —

-

2113 LAKESIDE DR. (U.S. 221 S.) LYNCHBURG, VA

Econo Lodge
S p e n d a night, not a fortune.

Lynchburg, VA 24501
Route 29
Expressway

(804) 847-1045

WE ACCEPT AMERICAN EXPRESS • MASTERCARD • VISA

northAmerican,
VAN LINES/AGENT
I.CC.NO. MCI070I2

Free Estimates
Local & Long Distance Moving
Packing & Crating
Storage

MOODY
MOVING & STORAGE

993-2204
LYNCHBURG AGENT
CONCORD, VA
For Moving Rates Call 1:800-446-0948

SERVING THE LYNCHBURG AREA SINCE 1940

PRESCRIPTION GLASSES
CONTACT LENSES
FASHION EYEWEAR • MODERN LAB ON SITE
OVER 500 FRAME STYLES TO CHOOSE FROM

845-1991

846-3937

TATE SPRINGS
2010 TATE
SPRINGS RD.

999 SHEFFIELD
ROAD

Five Lynchburg Offices
Saturday 10-2

Hair is feeler

(River Ridge)

• Interest C h e c k i n g

We Invite You To
Shop Our Four
Convenient Locations
4119 Boonsboro Road
9613 Timber/lake Road
2317 Wards Road
Pittman Plaza Shopping Center

CALL

ATM Banking

(Plaza) • (River Ridge)

D r J V e - l n (Waterlick, Plaza, Rivermont)

• Savings Accounts
• Night Deposit
• Mortgages
• Unicard
• IRAs

•
•
•
•
•
•

T h e First Priority C l u b
Certificates of Deposit
H o m e Equity Loans
Money Market Accounts
Safe Deposit Boxes
Loans for almost anything

845-2371

FOR ALL LOCATIONS

FIRST FEDERAL
tgUAL OPPORTUNITY

LENDER

MEMBER
FDIC

SAVINGS BANK

The Only Low Price Supermarket
That Refuses To Act like One!
TENTH & MAIN

RIVER RIDGE MALL

THE PLAZA

RIVERMONT AVENUE

WATERLICK
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Dream of .500 season shattered

FOR SALE

Lady Flames fall to American

By PAMELA WALCK
Champion Reporter

The Lady Flames' basketball team
fought back from a first-half deficit
Saturday
afternoon
against
American University, but the Lady
Eagles poured it on late in the game to
defeat Liberty 73-70.
Liberty went into the second half
down 31-26, when the Lady Flames
sparked to life and began to dominate
the court. In thefirstthree minutes of
play, the Lady Flames successfully
narrowed the margin and quickly
gained a lead of 34-31 over
American.
LU junior Theresa Bream led
Liberty in the sudden shooting surge
with six of the eight points LU scored
in thefirstfew minutes of play.
American battled the Lady Flames,
putting the pressure on with a fullcourt press and a man-to-man defense.
Liberty kept pace throughout the
second half only to succumb in the
last nine minutes of the game. The
Lady Eagles quickly recaptured their
zeal and determination to win, gaining
a nine-point lead over Liberty in a
matter of minutes through aggressive

play and success at the free-throw
line.
Liberty struggled to pull into the
lead in the last two minutes of play by
hammering five consecutive shots
into the hoop only to fall short by 13
points.
The Lady Flames came crashing
onto the court in the first half, gaining
an easy 8-2 lead in the first three
minutes of the contest.
"Overall, we played well; but when
it came down to the end, we lost at the
free-throw line," Bream admitted.
"Poor free throws and too many
turnovers cost us this game. We should
be getting between 17 and 18
turnovers agame, and we' re not" Lady
Flame head coach Rick Reeves stated.
Lady Flame sophomore Cynthia
Thomson led Liberty with 16 points,
followed by freshman Dawn Coleman
with 15 points and Bream with 15
points and 10 rebounds.
On the road Wednesday against
William and Mary University, the
Lady Flames came out strong and
dominated the court, only to lose the
game 65-54.
Liberty jumped toaquick 10-4 lead

— Baseball
Continued from Page 7
The second game was similar to diefirst.The Flames once again blew a lead,
but this time regained it for the win.
The Flames, aided by a homer from shortstop Doug Brady and several
costly errors by George Washington built a 6-1 lead through five innings.
GW battled back in the top of the sixth, scoring six runs to take a 7-6 lead.
The Flames, not to be outdone, scored six runs in the bottom of the sixth led
by Brahn's grand slam, his third homer of the year.. "I just wanted to make
contact and hit the ball in a gap to tie the score up," Brahn said.
The Colonials scored one more run in the top of the seventh, but the Flames
held onto the lead for a 12-8 victory.
Rob Egel was the winning pitcher for the Flames, his first, while Colonial
pitcher Jeff Peterson picked up hisfirstloss of the season.
The Flames Phil Kulp homered in both games for the Flames. Brahn,
speaking about Kulp, said, "He is die type of guy that is very versatile. He is
fast. He can hit for power and can play a variety of positions—botJi infield and
outfield. He reminds me a lot of Pittsburgh Pirates third baseman Bobby
Bonilla."
Liberty's record is now 3-2-1, and George Washington's record is now 6-4.
The Flames play at home Wednesday at 3 p.m. against Holy Cross before
embarking on an eight-game road trip during spring break.

in the first half and continued to
maintain a lead well into the second
half.
W&M pulled away in the last eight
minutes and won, 65-54.
Thomson led LU with 12 points,
followed by Coleman with 10. Bream
had 10 points and 10 rebounds.
In the Vines Center last Monday
evening, the Lady Flames defeated
Coastal Carolina 63-61.
Liberty plunged into the court during
the second half, breaking a 31-31 tie
and gaining a 49-38 lead over Coastal
Carolina only minutes into the game.
Coastal Carolina struggled to break
Liberty's lead and successfully
narrowed the margin to 63-61.
Thomson led Liberty with 16 points

and lOsteals. LU juniors Jeri Wiley
and Bream followed with 15 points
apiece. Bream led Liberty with 13
rebounds.
The Lady Flames, 12-15, played
their last game of the season on the
road against Richmond University
Monday evening.
"I've seen so much improvement
since the beginning of the season.
Leadership on the court is becoming
much better. An example of this
would be Jeri Wiley.
"Our offense is much better, and
our defense is becoming second
nature," Reeves said. "All I wanted
was for Liberty to be competitive on
the court, and that is what we're
doing."

Get Ready
for

Spring Break!
Student Special
Call Now!
Sessions $
ONLY

•Towels Provided -Beds Sanitized
•Full 30 Minute Sessions

NEW,
SUN
A PLACE FOR TANNING
Timberlake Road
(at Graves Mill Road)

239-2000
OPEN 7 DAYS
A WEEK

WEDDING GOWN, veil, train
and
bouquet, never U9ed$200. Call anytime-525-3178.

RESTAURANTS
G.T. BROOKS Casual dining,
seafood, steaks, salads &
sandwiches. Route 29 & Odd
Fellows Rd. at the Comfort Inn
845-7427.
THE GROUND ROUND ' A l l
you can eat" specials - 4
nights a week. 2819 Candlers
Mountain Rd. 237-1692.
SHOWBIZ PIZZA PLACE
Tuesday is LU Day, 25%
discount off lunch buffet 312
Border St. 237-0682.

HOTELS
THE HOLIDAY INN
Adjacent
to LU North Campus; call for
university rates. Route 29 &
Odd Fellows Rd. 847-4424.
HOWARD JOHNSON LODGE
Minutes from LU; large rooms,
beautiful decor; special LU
rates. Route 29, north of
Lynchburg 845-7041.
THE COMFORT INN Across
from LU North campus; 124
rooms; special univ.
accommodations. Route 29 &
Odd Fellows Rd. 847-9041
Winridge Bed & Breakfast
Grand, colonial southern home
on 14 acre country estate.
Warm, casual atmosphere.
Three bedrooms. Rates $49$59. Hot, hearty breakfast
included 384-7220.

WANTED
AUTOMOBILES
TOP DOLLAR (0-$500) for your
junked or repairable car. Free
tow off for junkers. A1 Auto
237-1614; Rob.

AUTOMOBILES
FOR SALE
1977 PINTO, 35 MPG, 2 dr.,
18,000 original documentable
one owner miles. Grandpa
Plovish drove this very little.
Very clean body, interior and
like new tires. Best $2200 car in
town. Rob 237-1614.
1980 BUICK, 4 door, 35 MPG,
Air conditioning, Power Locks &
brakes, NEW engine with 10
miles, tilt steering, new paint,
very clean blue velour interior.
Although an older car this will
last a long time with minimum
maintenance. Excellent family
car. Will consider partial trade
$2900 O.B.O. Rob 237-1614.

Autos, boats, trucks, vans,
houses, etc. U.S. Government
Seized- Cheap prices. Call
(804) 845-2122 ext 14-Recorded Message
For Details 24 hours/day.

MISC.
FAST FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM
$1000 In just one week
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus a
chance at $5000 more! This
program worksl No investment
needed. Call 1-800-932-0528
Ext. 50.
FOR RENT 2 b d r . mobil home,
appliances, shed. $150.00 rent
plus utilities. Security deposit.
7-8 miles south of Rustburg on
615. For more information call
Daniel Sommers 215-267-6732.
MISTER SWEEPER VACUUM
& SEWING CENTER Vacuum
cleaner and sewing machine
sales and service. 646 Wilton
Ave. 847-9022.
THE CUT ABOVE Paul
Mitchell - Sebastian Hair Care
Crossroads Pod Mall, Suite C,
Wards Rd. 237-1457.
MICHAEL'S CARPET WORLD
Locally owned by Mike Grant.
3139 Old Forest Rd. 385-7482.
SMILES FROM HOME Fresh
homemade baked goods the
special touch that makes your
gift say "It's From Home".
Call to have brochure sent to
parents 845-3715.
COLLEGE PARK
A U T O M O T I V E , I N C . 1400
W a r d s Ferry R d . 2 3 9 - 4 2 2 5
Night Number 385-8502
LYNCHBURG JOBBING
HOUSE Discounted prices &
big & tall clothes. 2323
Memorial Ave. - The Plaza
528-2726.
DECK THE WALLS Custom
framing & art center. River
Ridge Mall 237-1829.
JUDY GALLION &
ASSOCIATES, INC. Real
Estate Sales and Rentals
4224 Wards Rd. 239-4443
F R E E ! ! ! ! List of Booklets on
"HOW TO MAKE MONEY AT
HOME" and easy - simple
BUSINESSES YOU can start
with very little money.Mail $2.00
for shipping and handling to:
Gllman Publishing Company
P.O. Box 11952
Lynchburg, VA 24506

If you thought that finding a color Macintosh*
you've learned one program, you're well on your way
system you could afford was just a dream, then the
to learning them all. The Macintosh LC even lets you
new, affordable Macintosh LC is a dream come true.
share information with someone who uses a different
The Macintosh LC is rich in color. Unlike many
type of computer-thanks to the versatile Apple*
computers that can display only 16 colors at once, the
SuperDrive™ which can read from and write to
Macintosh, MS-DOS, OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks.
Macintosh LC expands your palette to 256 colors. It
also comes with a microphone and new sound-input
Take a look at the Macintosh LC and see what it
technology that lets you personalize your work by
gives you.Then pinch yourself.
adding voice or other sounds.
It's better than a dream-it's a
e
introduces
the
Macintosh
LC
Like every Macintosh
Macintosh.
computer, the LC is easy to
set up and easy to master.
And it runs thousands of
available applications that
all work in the same,
consistent way-so once

For more
information
contact
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